
2022-23 and another 80,000 dwellings this financial year (ie, the gap 

between the blue and red lines).  

Source: ABS, AMP  

This is estimated to see the accumulated housing shortfall rise to around

200,000 dwellings by the end of this month. See the next chart. This is a 

conservative estimate – if the decline in the average number of people

per household seen in the last few years is sustained then the 

accumulated shortfall could be around 300,000 dwellings. Which would 

be well above where we were before the unit building boom got 

underway around 2015. 

Source: ABS, AMP  

Unfortunately, the housing shortfall looks like it will get worse before it

gets better. Immigration levels are likely to slow over the year ahead but 

still remain high and housing construction is likely to remain depressed in

the face of cost pressures and capacity constraints. In fact, approvals are 

now running around 160,000 new dwellings a year, which is well below 

government objectives to be building 240,000 dwellings a year over the 

five years from July. 

At the same time, access to “the bank of mum and dad” and savings 

buffers built up through the pandemic appear to have protected the 

property market from high rates over the last two years. Anecdotes 

suggest that all cash purchases and access to “the bank of mum and dad”

reached a record last year. 

But there is now a high and widening gap between 

home prices and the capacity to pay  

The big negative influence on the property market remains poor and still 

worsening affordability and high mortgage stress on the back of high

prices, high debt levels and high mortgage rates. For decades ever rising

property prices relative to incomes were made possible by ever lower 

interest rates. But due to the rebound in interest rates from May 2022

and national average home prices on the rise again there is now a wide

divergence between buyers’ capacity to pay for property and current 

home prices – with the capacity to pay down by 27% on our estimates 

since April 2022. See the next chart. In the absence of rapid interest rate

cuts this continues to point to a high risk of lower property prices at some

point. This is reinforced by ultra-low sentiment towards property. A sharp 

rise in unemployment in response to weak spending in the economy 

would add to the downside risks flowing to property prices from high

mortgage rates. 

Source: RBA, CoreLogic, AMP 

Outlook 

However, for now the supply short fall continues to dominate. So, after an

average 8% gain last year, we expect that national average home prices

will rise again this year but with national average gains a bit more

constrained at 5% as still high interest rates act to restrict demand and 

rising unemployment boosts distressed listings. The supply shortfall points

to upside risk, but the delay in rate cuts and talk of rate hikes risks 

renewed falls in property prices as it’s likely to cause buyers to hold back

and distressed listings to rise.  

Home price gains are likely to remain widely divergent though with

continued strength likely in Perth, Brisbane and Adelaide for now partly

helped by interstate migration but softness in other cities, particularly

Melbourne and Hobart. 

Some signs of softening 

Interestingly, there are some signs of a softening at the margin: auction 

clearance rates have cooled from their highs; new listings are up sharply 

in some cities possibly reflecting rising distressed listings; and after 

leading early in the property upswing, top quartile property price gains 

are the weakest in most capital cities as affordability and borrowing 

constraints are starting to bite pushing buyers into lower-priced property. 

Source: Domain, CoreLogic, AMP 

Dr Shane Oliver 
Head of Investment Strategy and Chief Economist, AMP 
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Important note: While every care has been taken in the preparation of this document, neither National Mutual Funds Management Ltd (ABN 32 006 787 720, AFSL 234652) (NMFM), AMP Limited ABN 49 079 354 519 nor any 
other member of the AMP Group (AMP) makes any representations or warranties as to the accuracy or completeness of any statement in it including, without limitation, any forecasts. Past performance is not a reliable 
indicator of future performance. This document has been prepared for the purpose of providing general information, without taking account of any particular investor’s objectives, financial situation or needs. An investor 
should, before making any investment decisions, consider the appropriateness of the information in this document, and seek professional advice, having regard to the investor’s objectives, financial situation and needs. This
document is solely for the use of the party to whom it is provided. This document is not intended for distribution or use in any jurisdiction where it would be contrary to applicable laws, regulations or directives and does not 
constitute a recommendation, offer, solicitation or invitation to invest. 


